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3 Tech Geeks Swear Under Oath:

“Our Forex Robot Is NOT Illegal!”

Get A Forex Robot That Is Capable Of
Doubling Your Money Every Single
Month...
And Is The ONLY ONE With LIVE PROOF Of:

Yes, Enough is Enough!...
We Are Putting A FULL STOP To Back-Tested Hype...To Optimized And Worthless
Results...To Robots That Worked In The Past But Deliver B.S. Results In Live Trading!

ENOUGH!

I Guarantee That The Video Below
Will Change Everything You Have
Heard, Seen Or Tried In Forex
http://www.fapturbo.com/?hop=0[21/12/2009 18:22:05]
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Automatic Robot Trading...
See MAGIC Unfolding In Front Of
Your Eyes:

True..those $42,500 are REAL dollars...Not some demo account or some back-tests...but
real money that can buy real things...produced by the century's most robust, profitable and
easy to use Forex robot !

Yes...Thats Right, You Got It...We Put Our Money
Where Our Mouth Is!

ForexMetatrader
Account: 8100XXXX

Name: FapTurbo Mike

Currency: USD

2009 December 21, 18:05

Closed Transactions:
Ticket

Open Time

83092

2008.11.06 11:59

86042

2008.11.10 16:00

86090

2008.11.10 16:47

86095

2008.11.10 16:48

86116

2008.11.10 17:28

86153

2008.11.10 18:26

Type

Size

Item

Price

S / L

T / P

Close Time

Price

Swap

balance Inital deposit
buy

3.00

5 100.00
eurgbp

0.81602

0.80790

0.82120

2008.11.10 16:46

0.81660

0.00

271.53

0.81689

0.82550

0.81120

2008.11.10 17:27

0.81600

0.00

445.56

0.81525

0.80710

0.82010

2008.11.11 02:49

0.81570

0.00

238.92

balance Balance adjustment
sell

3.20

eurgbp

-0.02

balance Balance adjustment
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buy

3.40

Profit

eurgbp

-0.18
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86487

2008.11.11 02:50

87561

2008.11.11 16:03

balance Balance adjustment

87670

2008.11.11 17:01

balance Balance adjustment

87676

2008.11.11 17:04

balance Balance adjustment

89833

2008.11.12 16:10

89842

2008.11.12 16:21

89846

2008.11.12 16:23

89862

2008.11.12 16:32

90007

2008.11.12 17:07

90009

2008.11.12 17:09

sell

sell

3.60

3.70

eurgbp

eurgbp

0.03
0.81418

0.82230

0.80880

2008.11.11 17:03

0.81390

0.00

-18.00
-0.05
0.83720

0.85240

0.83180

2008.11.12 16:20

0.83600

0.00

662.93

0.83492

0.81960

0.84030

2008.11.12 16:31

0.83550

0.00

355.81

0.83474

0.81970

0.83990

2008.11.12 17:08

0.83540

0.00

423.34

balance Balance adjustment
buy

4.10

eurgbp

-0.12

balance Balance adjustment
buy

4.30

eurgbp

0.06

balance Balance adjustment

0.18

Here is more trading proof:
Just now we released the new Winter 2009/2010 upgrade FREE of charge (as usual) to our
members adding a new INCREDBILY good performing trading pair and many new features
that have been tested over months.

IamFX Inc.
Account: XXXXXX21

Name: FapTurbo4 Ulrich

Currency: USD

2009 December 21, 19:12

Closed Transactions:
Ticket

Open Time

Type

Size

Item

Price

S /L

T /P

Close Time

Price

Commission Taxes Swap

3300964 2009.10.19 20:36 balance WIRE REC 2009.10.18 1893XXX

Profit
10 000.00

3301734 2009.10.19 21:29

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.01267 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.20 14:43 1.01228

-29.70

0.00

0.09

3329423 2009.10.20 21:30

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.01240 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.21 00:11 1.01265

-29.70

0.00

0.00

74.06

3353268 2009.10.21 21:00

sell 3.00

usdchfifx 1.00730 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.21 21:22 1.00639

-29.70

0.00

0.00

271.27

-115.58

280.40

3355324 2009.10.21 22:45

sell 3.00

usdchfifx 1.00666 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.21 23:28 1.00572

-29.70

0.00

0.00

3356225 2009.10.21 23:28

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.00572 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.22 01:21 1.00602

-29.70

0.00

0.00

89.46

3378590 2009.10.22 21:05

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.00474 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.22 22:51 1.00497

-30.00

0.00

0.09

68.66

3426450 2009.10.26 21:29

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.01817 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.26 22:41 1.01909

-29.40

0.00

0.09

270.83

3428417 2009.10.26 22:41

sell 3.00

usdchfifx 1.01909 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.26 23:08 1.01816

-29.40

0.00

0.00

274.02

3428986 2009.10.26 23:08

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.01816 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.26 23:57 1.01910

-29.40

0.00

0.00

276.71

3449325 2009.10.27 22:08

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.02182 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.28 01:43 1.02230

-29.40

0.00

0.00

140.86

3477435 2009.10.28 21:23

sell 3.00

usdchfifx 1.02716 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.28 22:42 1.02660

-29.10

0.00 -1.40

163.65

3479499 2009.10.28 22:42

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.02660 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.29 01:09 1.02754

-29.10

0.00

274.44

0.00

3504484 2009.10.29 22:20

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.01801 0.00000 0.00000 2009.10.30 00:06 1.01834

-29.40

0.00

0.00

97.22

3559727 2009.11.02 22:47

buy 3.00

usdchfifx 1.02209 0.00000 0.00000 2009.11.03 04:31 1.02165

-29.40

0.00

0.00

-129.20

Our Forex robot can be traded with ANY account
size....BIG or SMALL!
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We wanted to show everyone that unlike many scam-only-working-on-paper Forex robots
out there, FAP Turbo is REAL
Now...lets get to the most important part of all of this...to the reason why FAP Turbo is #1
and will be undefeated for a VERY long time.
I want your full attention here...I mean it, this is KEY:
Understanding the following will show you why FAP Turbo is the real deal...why it’s a golden
opportunity for the smart ones...
Do you remember I told you at the beginning of the letter that back-test results are worthless?
Well, THEY ARE!
So, why am I about to to show you back-test results of FAP Turbo?
Well...and this is the best lesson you will ever learn in Forex robot trading:

Back-test Results Are Worthless UNLESS You Can
Validate Them With Live Forward Trading!
What does this mean?
Well, simple and to the point: if you back-test a robot and it shows 100% “demo” profit in one
month, it should PRODUCE around 80-100% profit in LIVE trading.
Thats it...mo more and no less!
So, how did FAP Turbo perform in back-testing? Well...
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For those that are a bit “technical” let's sum up the above:
10 Years Back-test
13,014 Total Trades
99.68% Winners
8,792% NET Profit
0.37% Drawdown!
Incredible results right? Yes, VERY impressive...

But whats MORE impressive is that the LIVE trading
results are even BETTER than the back-test results!
In the back-test the robot averaged about 48% profit per month (8,792% divided by 120
months which is 10 years)...
In live trading, as you have already seen proof of, FAP Turbo has actually made at least
DOUBLE that...

http://www.fapturbo.com/?hop=0[21/12/2009 18:22:05]
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The loop is closed...
The ONLY robot you will find that actually nails trade after trade in live trading TWICE as
profitably as in the 9 years of back-testing!
It simple cant get better than this!

Ceo of Scam Brokerage whines >>
Put your name and email address below, and receive a full report on why a
certain Forex Broker banned FapTurbo (because it was too profitable!) and
why FapTurbo is STILL unstoppable generating MILLIONS of Dollars.
PLUS: You’ll also be signed up for our “Pay On Results” stock picks service!
These weekly stock picks make an average return of 114.38% (Within 24
hours of being picked). You only pay for our email stock picks, once you've
made $100,000 in clear profits! (details will be emailed immediately).

* First Name:
* Email:
* = Required Field

Submit

If Spam Would Be A Person We Would Do Him Bodily Harm. Your E-mail Will Be Safe With Us

“Who Am I?”
You probably expected from me to introduce myself much earlier in the letter right? Well,
thats what most “Forex Gurus” do...
But...for me it was more important to first show you proof of my bold claims BEFORE I
introduce myself...
At the end of the day, who you are and what you are is based on
what you can prove...talk is cheap these days!
So...lets make it formal...
My name is Steve Carletti and I am a professional I.T. programmer and the head developer of
the most accurate and profitable Forex robot in todays market - FAP Turbo.
I suppose like many people out there, my dream as a young kid was always to make it big.
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Well, I suppose most of us had that dream when we were kids right?
The questions is how many of us really fulfilled that dream! In other words, how many
people had the courage and dedication to go after what they wanted...
I am sorry for being so bold, but most people are pathetic. Why?

Because They Live In An “IF” World...
”Only If I would have done that”... ”Only If I took that opportunity”... ”Only If I had the
courage”... ”Only if I took the time”... If If, If , If , If ,If...
Well, I was never an “IF” person and that is why I made it big...
That is why I am rich today and most people reading this letter are not. Again, my apologize
for being so straight forward but that is the reality of things and as you have already seen my
world is a reality based world.
I can still remember in high school....while everyone else was busy playing and enjoying youth
I was trying to figure out a way to make money.
I tried every opportunity out there....I actually joined at least 7 MLM programs! Of course
they didn't work...but you know what?

I Actually Attribute My Success In Life To Them And Any other
Opportunity I Tried...
Strange right?
Well, not really! Trying things that didn't work actually pushed me more and more to figure
out what does work...it gave me more enthusiasm and thrust to figure out a way to make BIG
money.
But I learned another lesson as well....a very important one, and I want you to listen very
closely here:

BIG Money Is Made NOT By Working Hard But By
“Working” SMART!
I know...yes...this contradicts everything most people have been trained to think: “work hard
and you will reach your goals in life”.
Well...let me ask you this – how many people do you know that work all month long 12-14
hour days and barely bring home a $3,000 paycheck?
I bet a lot!
Now, how many people do you know that bring:
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$2815 In 21 Days...

$1697 In 18 Days...

$21,448 In 92 Days...
without working at all...100% on autopilot...with absolutely NO human intervention?
I bet none!
Well, thats not accurate....you know me now :-)
So, bottom line...there is nothing wrong with working hard. My father actually worked more
than 15 hours a day for over 30 years and I respect that. He did everything he could do to
support the family.
But the HUGE difference between my father and YOU and ME is that he didn't have another
option...
if he had a way to bring those paychecks home without working so hard I can GUARANTEE
he would have left his day job and enjoyed life as it should be enjoyed!
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Yes...that was the response of EVERYONE around me after they saw the life I was
leading...the life FAP Turbo gave me!
Who would have thought 10 years ago that one day this will be my life and of many others
trading the FAP Turbo robot!
Today, I live the dream most people have...rake in tens of thousands of dollars while sleeping,
playing, vacationing, watching T.V. or doing anything I WANT...instead of everything
dictated by a rigid and boring day job.
It's amazing how times change... and its amazing how one great discovery can change a whole
life!
But people always wanted to know more....they wanted to know why it is possible to make so
much money without doing anything trading Forex...
Well, can't blame them! Forex is not something you hear often....it actually sounds a bit scary
when you hear the term for the first time!
The advantages of trading Forex are obvious:
Low Startup – You can start with as LOW as $50!
Huge Market - $3 TRILLION traded around the world every day (Actually, the
Forex market is bigger than ALL the world stock, bonds, and futures markets
combined!)
24/5 – Non stop action, 24 hours a day 5 days per week (Monday through Friday)
Volatile – The most volatile market in the world...what does that mean? HUGE
opportunity every moment of the day
Low Cost – While with stock trading, futures and options you pay spread plus
commission, with Forex your only “cost of trade” is spread (that can add up to
ALOT!)
No Cornering – Unlike any other markets, it is IMPOSSIBLE to corner the Forex
market....and, no matter how many people trade with the same robot its efficiency
and profitability will remain intact (HUGE plus)!
Up & Down – Profit from rising and falling prices...you don't care which way the
market goes. Ohhh...and, unlike with the US stock market, you don't have to wait
for an up-tick for shorting!
No Size Limit – Trade as BIG or as SMALL as you want! This is something that
ONLY the Forex market allows you.
You have to be blind not to see the incredible potential...and truth be told, my real success as
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a Forex trader and robot designer only came after I completely understood the significance
of these elements...

“I Knew That There Has To Be A Way To Cash In On
This Incredible Opportunity – And BIG Time!”
I also knew that I would not be able to do it alone. At the end of the day, the idea of
producing the best Forex robot in existence is quite a big challenge!
You always have to know your strengths...my strengths are organization, information
technology, persistence, drive and ambition.
But...I was never good with complex numbers and with advanced programming!
What do you do when you have a great idea but not all the qualifications to make it a reality?
You work with THE BEST OF THE BEST in those specific fields you are not the best!
Mike and Ulrich are that “best of the best”!
I actually met both Mike and Ulrich while in university. Both were those typical “geeks” you
would find studying and coming up with new theories while most other people were partying!
We hit it off quite well and became very good friends ever since (although, I must admit they
do bore me at times with their complex theories and ideas!).

Anyway, Mike being a true genius with complex numbers
and Ulrich being a small Einstein with open source
programing I immediately saw the potential – they were
exactly what I needed to take my idea from only and idea to
a profitable cash pulling reality!

Both LOVED the idea of producing a “never seen before” Forex robot. I suppose it fits our
personality – do something traders, banks, fund managers etc. label as “impossible”!

And So The Biggest Forex Project Of This Century
http://www.fapturbo.com/?hop=0[21/12/2009 18:22:05]
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Started – The Wheels Were In Motion – “FAP
Turbo” Was About To Be Born...
We got a hold of every single Forex robot in the market...every single Forex strategy and
method available... every idea or piece of idea we could find...we read over 20 “strategy
design” books between the 3 of us and subscribed to every single Forex publication/service
available.
Thats how serious we took project “FAP Turbo”...
You guessed right....99% of what we saw, tested and studied was CRAP! Well, obviously...if it
wasn't, I suppose others would have already come up with a super-Forex robot right?
But...and this is a lesson I learned quite well from this project...even in “crap” information
there is value...you can actually understand why it is crap and come up with ideas to improve
it!
But you know what was the most frustrating part?

Even The “Good” Forex Robots We Tested Worked Well
ONLY In Backtests! Once We Live Traded Them We Actually
Lost Our Pants...
Yes...we lost a lot of money in the process of testing...but that was the only way to actually
know what works and what doesn't.
It was the only way to understand why so many Forex robots were failing to deliver the goods
in real LIVE trading.
Do you know that stage where you are ready to give up? Where everything seems a waste of
time...nothing seems to work....you can't really see the “light at the end of the tunnel”?
Well...I must admit...we were quite close to it! But our work paid off once we stumbled into
Marcus B Leary and his Forex AutoPilot Robot (forexautopilot.com)...
I LOVE that feeling of relief....that deep breath that comes with “FINALLY!”....finally
something that seems to work and make sense!

Forexautopilot is an EA that is consistently being updated
by it's creator Marcus B. Leary who himself is the pioneer of
expert advisor programming.
We were quite impressed by his work as this robot seriously was able to rake in very nice
gains - consistently.
However...
The trading risk is to big, especially for larger sums. The all or nothing formula is nothing for
weak stomachs.
I called up their support and introduced myself and what I was doing with Mike and
Ulrich...after a little back and forth with the support staff I was able to FINALLY speak with
the man himself.
We hit is off quite well! I wouldn't say Marcus is the average “Geek” profile...but you can
definitely confuse him with that!
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He is the type of person that will talk with inspiration and A LOT of knowledge. If you talk to
Marcus, you have to know what you are talking about! If not, he will get quite bored quite
soon...
Anyway, we ended up talking for over 3 weeks...exchanging ideas...building a solid
relationship.
All through our conversations I kept insisting that Mike, Ulrich and Me can actually take his
Forex robot and make it 10 times better (a bit bold, I know!).
It is safe to say that if it was another person I was talking to I would have been blown off...but
not with Marcus!

That my friend... was Marcus's reply to my constant bragging that we can improve his Forex
robot beyond belief... that we can “leave him in the dust” so to speak!
Of course, there were some conditions:

“Sign a non-disclosure agreement...have a look at the
hidden source code of Forexautopilot and see if you can
improve it. Should you be able to do better, you can have
the new version for yourself....do with it what ever you
want!”
I am sure that when Marcus said the above he was in complete disbelief that we can actually
leave his Robot in the dust...
Well...surprise surprise!
9 weeks later....countless hours of absolutely no sleep...all our knowledge...all our combined
programing, mathematics and analysis abilities...living, eating, and breathing Forex... FAP
Turbo was FINALLY born!
We fired FAP Turbo for a 2 year back-test....just to test the waters.
Ulrich almost fell off the chair....and I, someone that is quite hard to surprise, was in
complete disbelief... I'm NOT kidding! It as one of the greatest moments in my life (and I am
sure in Mike's and Ulrich's lifes to).
But....no matter what so called “traders” tell you, a 2 year back-test is not enough...not nearly.
So, we went for the whole 9 yards! We fired up FAP Turbo for a 10 year back-test...
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The results?
Well...you have already seen them earlier but let's just recap:
13,014 Total Trades
99.68% Winners
8,792% NET Profit
0.37% Drawdown!
(click here to jump to the actual MetaTrader backtest results if you haven't seen them yet)
Impressive...never achieved before and I am serious. We have backtested countless Forex
robots...we have NEVER seen results coming even close to these ones.
But now the REAL challenge was about to take place....back-testing was OBVIOUSLY not
enough. Yes, unbelievable results, but....as we all know...it's only backtested results.
Backtests are only the foundation of a Forex robot...the beginning.
Just think of it for a moment...why do you think so many people out there sell Forex robots
based ONLY on backtests?...

Because they DON'T work in live trading!
Understand that and you will be light years ahead of everyone, I absolutely guarantee that.

It Was Now Time To Fire Up “FAP Turbo” With A
Live Account...Time To Put Our Money Where Our
Mouth Was...
It was time to prove to Marcus, every other Forex trader out there and to the whole world
that we finally did it - we cracked the Code...that we have done what no person thought
possible:
A Forex Robot that in LIVE trading doubles ANY account like clockworks!
To the tune of:
$500 Turning Into $1,100- In 2 Short Months
$2,500 Turning Into $8,700 - In 45 Days
$5,100 Turning Into $25,100 - In 30 Days
(If you haven't seen the LIVE statements of these accounts please scroll up the page)
The job was done...months and months of hard work were finally over...and it paid BIG time!
We could now finally say...but more importantly - PROVE:

“FAP Turbo NOT Only Backtests To The Tune Of 8,792%
Profit In 10 Years (Or 48% Per Month)...It Actually Delivers
http://www.fapturbo.com/?hop=0[21/12/2009 18:22:05]
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DOUBLE The Profits In Live Trading - 100% Per Month!”
Our bold claim of “we will produce the best Forex robot in existance” was now a reality – we
PRODUCED the best Forex robot in existence! No fluff...no B.S.....no hype...no hand picked
trades...no relying on backtesting...

...but PURE cold hard cash in a real LIVE account!

We actually released the Robot to a select group of people...we wanted to make sure that it is
not only US who think that FAP Turbo is the ultimate most easy to use money making
machine.
We wanted normal people, people without experience (people like many of those reading this
letter now) and without Forex knowledge to test the Robot and our claims…
Well...Take a look at what Karl Malcado had to say:

Look what others are saying about the FAPTURBO Robot™

And how about Frank’s experience...
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Look what Frank is saying about the FAPTURBO Robot™

Or Clint`s Video

Look what others are saying about the FAPTURBO Robot™
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And Pete Williams...

Look what others are saying about the FAPTURBO Robot™

Check Out What People Say About FAPTURBO! Click here!

Yes, 5 minutes...
That’s what separates the LIVE results of FAP Turbo and you.
As you are reading this letter, the robot is actually producing for us and many other FAP
Turbo owners real cash....it has been since we fired it up on our live accounts and it continues
to nail trade after trade profitably, accurately and most importantly....HANDS FREE!
You have seen the results...you have witnessed how easy it is to make money trading Forex
WITHOUT knowing anything about Forex!
And this is very important so please pay close attention...

You Need To Know ABSOLULTELY NOTHING
About The Forex Market Or Forex Trading To
Benefit Day In And Day Out From FAP Turbo's Cash
Producing Power...
All you need is to know how to download a program (actually, most of that is also taken care
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for you!) and thats it!
FAP Turbo actually installs alone...you don't even have to do that.
Here is the thing...
we are aware of the fact that many people are not very good friends with technology... hence,
we really took the time and produced the most easy to install robot you will find.
You will actually be amazed when you see how easy and fast it is to get up and running!
But thats not all...
Once FAP Turbo is installed you can actually forget it exists... and unless you look at the new
dollars in your account every day, you would actually forget it exists!

As you can see, getting up and running is as easy and fast as downloading an email
attachment!

We are giving a select group of people the
opportunity to live the dream that EVERY single
trader in the world has: trading with an automatic
Robot that doubles cash every month!
FAP Turbo isn’t just a great trading product, it’s a complete income solution.
The biggest problems people have when searching for an income solution are that they don't
have the required amount of time and/or money to invest in order to achieve success (or find
something that actually WORKS!).
Pay close attention:
There is no other income opportunity on this planet that:

Requires so little of your investment
(can start with as little as $50),

Requires absolutely no time
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commitment (set it...forget it!), and

Results can be seen and ENJOYED
within minutes of starting.

There is LIVE proof of what your
future will be!
Mike, Ulrich, myself and many other FAP Turbo owners are living the dream of automatic
cash... free time to do what we want...piles of money to buy what we want...vacationing
WHEN we want rather than when we can...

“Living A Worries-Free...Debt-Free...Luxury Life Is
A Reality No One Should Pass”
It is truly not many times a great opportunity presents itself...I can actually count with one
hand how many GOOD opportunities came my way through life...
How many can you count?
And from those you can count...how many did you step up to the plate and proved to yourself
that you are doing something to make your life and that of those around you BETTER?
Taking a step towards a profitable and secure future is the difference between saying “I wish I
would have taken that step”...and “I am glad I took that step”....thats what its all about in
life...thats what it boils down to!
And you know...many people are now thinking to themselves...

“Forex has to do with finance...since the world is in
a financial crisis, will the Robot actually work?
Well...ask any Forex robot developer the same question and you will get the same answer
“Sure it will work!”... and give you afew B.S. arguments of why it should work.
NOT US!...we don't really care in feeding you some made up arguments.
We say...”Yes, FAP Turbo works throughout ANY market conditions with the exact same
profitability and precision...”
And instead of arguments of “why” it should work...we show you concrete PROOF it works:
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Result: 19 Winning Trades and Nearly $2,000 USD In Clear Profit!
What are the above results?
Well...during the weekend of September 13–14, 2008, Lehman Brothers declared bankruptcy
after failing to find a buyer...
Bank of America agreed to purchase Merrill Lynch...
The insurance company AIG sought a bridge loan from the Federal Reserve, and a
consortium of 10 banks created an emergency fund of at least $70 billion to deal with the
effects of Lehman's closure, similar to the consortium put forth by J.P. Morgan during the
stock market panic of 1907 and the crash of 1929. Stocks on "Wall Street" tumbled on
September 15.

To make a long story short....the above results (19 winning
trades and a NET profit of nearly $2,000!) were achieved by
FAP Turbo in one of the worlds worst crisis of the past 30
years!
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And where were all the other Forex robots available in the market? Well...just visit a few
Forex forums and you will quickly find out!
But...why stop?
Let's continue with more cold hard PROOF...
Do you remember what happened a bit later, on September 25th 2008?
Well..let me remind you:
The biggest bank failure in history occurred when JP Morgan Chase agreed to purchase the
banking assets of Washington Mutual.
On September 29, Citigroup beat out Wells Fargo to acquire the ailing Wachovia's assets and
would pay $1 a share, or about $2.2 billion...
In addition, the FDIC said that the agency would absorb the company's losses above $42
billion; in exchange they would receive $12 billion in preferred stock and warrants from
Citigroup in return for assuming that risk.

Again, let’s look at how Fap Turbo performed over
the same time period:

Result: 9 Winning Trades and close to $1,000 in NET profit!
So...2 of the biggest crisis the world has seen in the past 30 years...
And what did FAP Turbo do? Produce cold hard cash!
How is that for a secure and stable cash producing solution! While everyone was trying to
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figure out what the hell is going on, FAP Turbo already figured out how to make money...and
A LOT of it!
No arguments...no explanations...but real facts. Don't ever settle for less.
Let's take a close look at 10 FACTS that make FAP Turbo THE indisputable heavyweight
champion:

It is clear that FAP Turbo leaves every single Forex robot hanging “dry” so to speak!
And its more than the LIVE results you have seen...its the actual mechanism and special
features of the robot that make it so unique.
Hands down...FAP Turbo is the absolute best and most complete income solution for people
who:
Want to trade with the most accurate and profitable Forex robot in the world
– 99% Winners.
Can't Monitor the Forex Market because of a day job, commitments, etc and want an
automatic software to do it for them.
Want to trade Forex profitably but don't know how (no need to know, the
robot does everything for you...from A to Z!)
Want a secondary or primary income source that’s consistent.
Want to be amongst the 1% of forex traders who grow their trading account
like wild mushrooms.
Want to break out from the boring and frustrating routine of hard work and no money
(but frequently a lot of debt!)
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Want to Start making money today, not 2 months from now!

Ceo of Scam Brokerage whines >>
Put your name and email address below, and receive a full report on why a
certain Forex Broker banned FapTurbo (because it was too profitable!) and
why FapTurbo is STILL unstoppable generating MILLIONS of Dollars.
PLUS: You’ll also be signed up for our “Pay On Results” stock picks service!
These weekly stock picks make an average return of 114.38% (Within 24
hours of being picked). You only pay for our email stock picks, once you've
made $100,000 in clear profits! (details will be emailed immediately).

* First Name:
* Email:
* = Required Field

Submit

If Spam Would Be A Person We Would Do Him Bodily Harm. Your E-mail Will Be Safe With Us

Frequently Asked Questions
Like many others, you probably have a number of questions about the FAP Turbo so let's try
to cover the most frequently asked questions we receive:

Q: Why are you selling FAP Turbo? Do you use it yourself?

1. We do use it ourselves- every day! You can see the results from the live accounts
throughout the website. The Forex market is so HUGE and no matter how many people trade
the Robot its accuracy and profitability will remain the same - so why not take a few people
along for the ride? They make money (by trading with FAP Turbo) and we make money (by
showing them how to use it). Simple. Everyone's happy and we get to invest the profits from
selling FAP Turbo into our FAP Turbo live accounts!
2. If we are honest, it’s also a bit of an ego-boost. We want people to remember that we were
the first people to create an automated Forex Robot that actually works in such an extremely
good way and over delivers. We are really tired of all those mumbo jumbo promises of quick
riches popping up on the net every other day and we want to be the beacon of light for the
average person trying to make a decent living.

Q: Do I need to risk money if FAP Turbo works exactly as you’ve shown?”

No! First, you’ll have 2 whole months to test out the robot, and if it doesn’t live up to YOUR
expectations – return it for a full no questions asked unconditional refund!
Also, one of the best features associated with FAP Turbo is that you can trade in a demo
account until you feel comfortable going live (you can open a demo account with any broker
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for free and for as long as you want!).
This truly is a risk-free opportunity.

Q: OK so FAP Turbo is so effective because it trades for small, regular
profits?

That’s right… the combination of small profits at regular intervals is the secret behind our
loss minimizations techniques. We are currently clearing $1000 – $3000 per day in clear
profit using the robot’s unique strategies.

Q: Isn't it a nightmare opening a Forex account? And what about how much
money I need to open an account?

Opening an account couldn’t be easier. We will even guide you through the exact steps to get
started with our personal Forex brokerage (if you want...or chose ANY other broker), and you
can start with literally any amount! Some brokers out there will even let you start trading
with as little $1.
We are VERY proud of our comprehensive members-zone. Every setup step is described in
extreme detail PLUS further enhanced with a custom VIDEO tutorial. Should you have ANY
question there is even our support telephone hotline guiding you all along the way! It simply
doesn't get any better than that!

Q: Is it possible to make money on a day when the market falls badly?

Like I said before, we’re focusing on small movements in the market that are going to occur
regardless of whether or not the markets crash or the economy is in recession. FAP Turbo
places "sell" orders as well and capitalizes on falling market movements. Regardless where
the economy is heading - You profit!

Q: "Do I need to have any technical knowledge or prior experience for this to
work for me?"
Trading Forex with FAP Turbo is easier than anything you have done up until now...including
learning how to iron a shirt! If you’re capable of clicking a mouse and downloading a file then
this will work for you - guaranteed.

Q: Can you guarantee I will make money with this?

While we can’t make any explicit guarantee that you will make money (this is illegal) you only
need to check out our unique ‘make money’ or it’s free guarantee later on. You can demo with
it using none of your own money until you're happy it works. Remember, we're going for a
modest return on a daily basis which means low risk. That's another reason why we can boast
a 99% success rate.

Q: Does the Robot have to trade every single day for it to work well? Do I
have to do anything at all?

Fap Turbo decides when the markets are hot and when a trade opportunity presents itself.
YOU do not have to do absolutely anything. Simply leave your machine on and watch the
money rolling in.

Q: I've tried trading systems before and they never work.

That’s hardly surprising, given that the majority of ‘systems’ out there are completely
incapable of trading on the real live markets. Remember this entire project has been overseen
by some of the brightest brains in the industry, and uses a revolutionary trading algorithm
that forces it to make money.
This is unlike anything you have seen or experienced before.

Q: How does the system operate and what does it include?

As soon as you sign-up for FAP Turbo you’ll receive your very own welcome package and
access to your VIP Members area. From here you’ll be given your unique license key for the
robot. As soon as the robot is installed on your computer, you’re ready to follow the step-bystep training instructions and set yourself on the path to success.
Once you've absorbed all you need to know, just sit back, relax and watch as your robot goes
to work for you!
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Q: Can anyone do this?

If you have a computer with Internet access and can understand simple instructions then
YES you can do this!
Simply follow the Step by Step instructions in the VIP members area and start making money
within 5 minutes of joining!
This opportunity is available to EVERYONE.
This is a rock solid way to make money online. The Forex market will always be profitable, so
you'll always have a way to make money from home! Just check out some of the testimonials
to see what other members have said about this exclusive opportunity

Q: What qualities do I need in order to use the Robot?

All you need to have is the will to succeed. Nothing else matters. If you treat this as a serious
business opportunity you will make the sort of money you have seen us making throughout
the website.

Q: Is there a contact number I can call, should I need some additional help?
You bet. Our customer support team are always on hand to answer your questions.
(Altough we doubt you could ever have any since its such a simple setup process!)

Q: Do I have to leave my computer turned on all the time in order for FAP
Turbo to work properly?
Well, and this is what separates FAP Turbo from 99% of other Forex robots out there, you
have the option of not using your computer at ALL!
Let me explain.
You have two options when using FAP Turbo:
Option #1:
You can simply download the Robot and use it with your current Forex broker.
However, you will have to have your computer turned on constantly for that.
OR
Option #2:
You can have FAP Turbo installed on our server, we take care of that. This way, you will not
have to have your computer turned on EVER!
This is actually something we have been working on very hard because we know the problem
people have with keeping their computer turned on at all times.
And remember, you have full control over FAP Turbo as if it were on your computer! The
process is quite simple actually and once in the download area we will guide you through it.
And as always, if you have any questions at all regarding this area or ANYTHING else our
support staff is available for you via email or telephone.

You Have Seen The Real Deal...You
Have Seen The LIVE Proof....And You
Have Seen Why FAP Turbo Is Not Just
A Claim...But The Most Profitable
Forex Robot In Existence...
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It is not just a bold claim that the robot makes money, and a lot of it....
It is not just a bold claim that it is easy to use....
And it is not just a bold claim that there is no Robot out there able to match (even CLOSELY)
FAP Turbo's results...

IT'S REALITY!
But you know what...more important than everything...
Our main income does not come from selling to you FAP Turbo. No. As you have already
seen, we make A LOT of money by trading it. No matter how many copies of the robot we sell,
we will never even come to a fraction of the profit we generate by trading it on our own live
accounts!
Further...every single cent from the sale of FAP Turbo goes directly to it's trading.
That is what you can call “they are confident in their product” and “they put their money
where their mouth is”!
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Throughout the last few days many people have been asking about the price of FAB Turbo.
Some people even thought that it will be priced in the $1,000's.
Both you and me know that charging $1,000 or $2,000 for this robot is a good price. And
this is not just some “marketing” B.S. trying to inflate the value of the product.
If a Robot can turn $300 into $3,000 in 1 month (as you have seen in the live account proof
earlier)....there is absolutely no reason to NOT charge such a price tag.
Now...the problem of charging a high price tag is quite simple. Most people 9and I am talking
of over 90% out there) would not have the necessary funds to get a copy of the Robot.
They lose because they do not have the chance to trade FAP Turbo....I lose because I don't get
more funds to put into my FAP Turbo live account....bottom line, bad business for all of us.
Hence, we decided on a middle ground: a $399 per month subscription. That is fair...
Why?
Most can afford it, and since FAP Turbo can make that type of profit in a day or less, the
subscription price would actually be paid by the profits the robot generates.
We all win! You get FAP Turbo for a great affordable price, I get income to trade my live
accounts and everyone is happy.
However, because this is the official launch of FAP Turbo I am going to do something great
here...something unheard of.
I am going to charge you a one time payment of only $149, no recurring billing...nothing!
Why am I doing this?
Quite simple. Because FAP Turbo is new and I want to show EVERYONE that it is the
absolute best robot in the market. I want the word to spread out as much as possible. I want
to create a great name for this product.
It is not enough that I know it is a great product, a cash pulling machine....I want everyone
else out there to know it as well...to profit from it as I do day in and day out!
The special introductory one time payment price of $149 will be available ONLY DURING
THE LAUNCH PERIOD. After that FAP Turbo will be a recurring subscription product.
In other words, if you buy FAP Turbo now you will only pay $149 and will never be charged
again, ever.
You will enjoy ALL the benefits that people who buy the product after the launch at the new
recurring billing pricing model will enjoy but for a fraction of the price...only $149 ONE
TIME PAYMENT!
Take advantage of this opportunity while it is still available.

100% No Questions Asked
Money Back Guarantee
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It’s simple…
You have seen a lot on this page.
You witnessed unheard of proof.
You saw what FAP Turbo is doing right now and how it’s
performing.
You now know this is the best Robot in the market.
BUT…
It doesn’t matter what we think…how FAP Turbo is performing for
us or other users… it only matters what YOU think!

If for ANY reason at all you feel FAP Turbo is not for you, just
send us your trading screenshots (or call us…there is a
support hotline available to clients) within the first 60 days
after purchase for a complete no questions asked refund.

Update December 20 2009 8:12 PM: Server Overladen & Price Change
Unfortunateley we can NOT cope with the load of visitors.
Due to this we have to change our pricing model to $ USD 399 after the next 100 46 27
copies are sold. We seriously apologize but the support team has to be fully staffed, the
video and hosting costs shoot trough the roof and we want to limit the purchases in order to
provide the best support ever.

If you want to take advantage of this ONCE IN A
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LIFETIME Opportunity at the special launch price
of USD $149 (you will NEVER be billed again and
you will enjoy ALL the benefits of FAP Turbo as a
life time member) I suggest you act fast before we
raise the price.
Click HERE To Immediately Download FAP Turbo For A
One Time Payment Of $149

THIS IS KEY:
--> Always Up-To-Date!
Fapturbo sold over 55,000 copies now making it the BEST selling robot worldwide and was
subject to several updates to keep its peek performance.. Competitors have come and gone
because they were just after the quick buck flooding the forex scene with worthless not
working crap or even worse what i call "get-your-hopes-up-for-a-week-then-blow-youraccount-martingale-trading-sceme-crap". What you get with us is a LIFETIME SERVICE. We
became so popular on forex for a reason.
Because we keep developing and we keep ensuring maximum profitability for us and our
community. Just now we released the new Winter 2009/2010 upgrade FREE of
charge (as usual) to our members adding a new INCREDBILY good performing trading
pair and many new features that have been tested over months.
Remember: Fapturbo is the worlds BEST selling Sit-At-Home Solution for a reason.
Because we build a TEAM and because we work together and earn together with our happy
clients.
Become Part of the family.. we are waiting and earning inside!

Best Regards,
Steve, Mike and Uli
and the whole fapturbo support and community team!
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ClickBank is a registered trademark of Keynetics Inc., a Delaware corporation.
www.fapturbo.com is not affiliated with Keynetics Inc. in any way, nor does Keynetics Inc.
sponsor or approve any www.fapturbo.com product. Keynetics Inc. expresses no opinion as to
the correctness of any of the statements made by www.fapturbo.com in the materials on this
Web page.

CFTC RULE 4.41 - HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO
NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER -OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY,
OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH
THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.
EARNINGS DISCLAIMER
ANY EARNINGS OR INCOME STATEMENTS, OR EARNINGS OR INCOME EXAMPLES, ARE ONLY ESTIMATES OF WHAT WE THINK YOU COULD EARN. THERE IS NO ASSURANCE
YOU'LL DO AS WELL. IF YOU RELY UPON OUR FIGURES, YOU MUST ACCEPT THE RISK OF NOT DOING AS WELL. WHERE SPECIFIC INCOME FIGURES ARE USED, AND ATTRIBUTED
TO AN INDIVIDUAL OR BUSINESS, THOSE PERSONS OR BUSINESSES HAVE EARNED THAT AMOUNT. THERE IS NO ASSURANCE YOU'LL DO AS WELL. IF YOU RELY UPON OUR
FIGURES; YOU MUST ACCEPT THE RISK OF NOT DOING AS WELL. ANY AND ALL CLAIMS OR REPRESENTATIONS, AS TO INCOME EARNINGS ON THIS WEB SITE, ARE NOT TO BE
CONSIDERED AS AVERAGE EARNINGS. THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT ANY PRIOR SUCCESSES, OR PAST RESULTS, AS TO INCOME EARNINGS, CAN BE USED AS AN
INDICATION OF YOUR FUTURE SUCCESS OR RESULTS. MONETARY AND INCOME RESULTS ARE BASED ON MANY FACTORS. WE HAVE NO WAY OF KNOWING HOW WELL YOU
WILL DO, AS WE DO NOT KNOW YOU, YOUR BACKGROUND, YOUR WORK ETHIC, OR YOUR BUSINESS SKILLS OR PRACTICES. THEREFORE WE DO NOT GUARANTEE OR IMPLY
THAT YOU WILL GET RICH, THAT YOU WILL DO AS WELL, OR MAKE ANY MONEY AT ALL. THERE IS NO ASSURANCE YOU LL DO AS WELL. IF YOU RELY UPON OUR FIGURES; YOU
MUST ACCEPT THE RISK OF NOT DOING AS WELL. INTERNET BUSINESSES AND EARNINGS DERIVED THEREFROM, HAVE UNKNOWN RISKS INVOLVED, AND ARE NOT SUITABLE
FOR EVERYONE. MAKING DECISIONS BASED ON ANY INFORMATION PRESENTED IN OUR PRODUCTS, SERVICES, OR WEB SITE, SHOULD BE DONE ONLY WITH THE KNOWLEDGE
THAT YOU COULD EXPERIENCE SIGNIFICANT LOSSES, OR MAKE NO MONEY AT ALL. ALL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES BY OUR COMPANY ARE FOR EDUCATIONAL AND
INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. USE CAUTION AND SEEK THE ADVICE OF QUALIFIED PROFESSIONALS. CHECK WITH YOUR ACCOUNTANT, LAWYER OR PROFESSIONAL
ADVISOR, BEFORE ACTING ON THIS OR ANY INFORMATION. USERS OF OUR PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND WEB SITE ARE ADVISED TO DO THEIR OWN DUE DILIGENCE WHEN IT
COMES TO MAKING BUSINESS DECISIONS AND ALL INFORMATION, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES THAT HAVE BEEN PROVIDED SHOULD BE INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED BY YOUR
OWN QUALIFIED PROFESSIONALS. OUR INFORMATION, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES ON THIS WEB SITE SHOULD BE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED AND EVALUATED, BEFORE
REACHING A BUSINESS DECISION, ON WHETHER TO RELY ON THEM. YOU AGREE THAT OUR COMPANY IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF YOUR
BUSINESS DECISIONS RELATING TO ANY INFORMATION PRESENTED BY OUR COMPANY, OR OUR COMPANY PRODUCTS OR SERVICES.
The use of this website constitutes acceptance of our user agreement .
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